PRINTING OF TB SEALS

Quotations are invited for printing and supplying 100 lakh TB Seals and for every subsequent 1,00,000 Seals for our 63rd TB Seal Campaign. The Seals are of 3 cms x 2 cms size horizontal/vertical from perforation to perforation similar to the one used in the postal stamps or as in samples sheets are to be printed on quality gummed imitation chromo art paper. They are to be printed from transparencies or from four colour illustrations/photographs, as instructed when placing the order. The last date of receiving sealed quotation in our office is 9th July, 2012.

The detailed terms and conditions can be seen and downloaded from our website.

Sample seals of yesteryears for quality of paper, etc. you may contact the undersigned in person on any working day from 9 am to 5 pm or send a written request.

SECRETARY-GENERAL
THE TUBERCULOSIS ASSOCIATION OF INDIA

PRINTING OF TB SEALS

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Quotations are invited for printing and supplying 100 lakhs (which could vary depending upon the indents from our State affiliates) TB Seals and for every subsequent 1,00,000 Seals for our 63rd TB Seal Campaign as per details given below:

1. The Seals are of 3 cms x 2 cms size horizontal/vertical from perforation to perforation. They are to be printed from transparencies or from four colour illustrations/photographs, as instructed when placing the order. Samples of Seals issued in the previous years are enclosed.

2. Perforation should be similar to the one used in the postal stamps or as in samples sheets enclosed, (but preference is for round perforation as used in the postal stamps).

3. The Seals are to be printed on gummed imitation chromo art paper of good quality. However, the quality of the art paper should be equivalent or similar to the one given in the sample. Therefore the specification of the art paper to be used should be given in the quotation. The sample of the chromo art paper, which will have gumming on one side, should be enclosed with the quotation. This paper should be non-curling. This would have to be ensured by the printers that the sheets would not get stuck together either in transit or in handling.

4. The Seals should be printed in sheets of 60 Seals each. Thus, each sheet will have an approximate print area including the required for perforation as per samples. Including the margin, the overall area would also be as per sample.

5. (a) The Seals are to be supplied in booklets of 600 Seals each (10 sheets in each booklet) bound in suitable cover paper as per the specimen enclosed. The sheets bound in books will be interleaved with suitable paper of the quality and of the size of the sheets of the Seals. While we would give the design, the artwork for the cover page/back page would be made by the printers and finalised after approval from us.

   (b) The machine proofs of the Seals and cover would be made available to us well in time for our approval, and final printing carried out only after approval of the proofs.

6. The entire printing should normally be completed within eight weeks of placing the order. This will include the time required for proofing and submission of the machine proofs for our approval.

7. The printers would have to dispatch the Seals (by road, air or post) as advised, to our State Tuberculosis Associations allover India. Presently, the dispatches are made to 42-45 locations in the country. The Seals should be dispatched in whole lots and not piecemeal. The packing and forwarding charges would be quoted for per 1,00,000 Seals. However, the freight charges (by road/air/post) incurred in the dispatch of the Seals will be paid on presentation of the separate bill.
8. The design for the Seals will be made available to the printers well in time, before or along with the print order. The Seals and propaganda material should reach all State Associations and indenting locations positively by first week of September, 2012, since the inauguration of the Campaign will be done on 2nd October, 2012.

9. Subsequent print orders for Seals will be placed as and when requests are received from the State Associations/indenting locations. As the Campaign is from 2nd October, 2012 to 23rd February, 2013, additional indents if any, for Seals are likely to come only during the period of November 2012- to January 2013 and orders for these will have to be executed approximately within a week of the print order.

10. Payment will be made after the entire work of printing and distribution of Seals is completed to the full satisfaction of these Association/Seal Sale Organisations/Districts and also of the State Associations who receive the Seals.

11. When quoting please mention if you have undertaken this kind of work before and if so enclosed samples of such work. If you have not done work of this type before, please enclose the best specimens of your other work.

12. The Tuberculosis Association of India reserves the right to reject the quotations received without assigning any reason whatsoever for doing so.

13. Unless you specifically and clearly state that all these terms are acceptable to you and you will strictly adhere to the time schedule for printing and distribution of the Seals, your quotation will not be considered.

14. The quotation for the printing of Seals should be inclusive of all costs, including the cost of paper.

15. If any taxes are applicable, the same should be spelt out in the quotation.